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Shams-i-Tabr z (Persian:
찆㈆찀† ) or Shams al-Din Mohammad (1185–1248) was a Persian poet, who is
credited as the spiritual instructor of Mewl n Jal l ad-D n Muhammad Balkhi, also known as Rumi and is referenced with
great reverence in Rumi's poetic collection, in particular Diwan-i Shams-i Tabr z (The Works of Shams of Tabriz). Tradition
holds that Shams taught Rumi in seclusion in Konya for a period of forty days, before fleeing for Damascus.
Shams Tabrizi - Wikipedia
Shams al-Din Mohammad bin Ali bin Malik-e Dad or Shams al-Din Tabrizi (meaning "the Sun of Faith from Tabriz") was a
Persian Sufi saint who is best known for his intense spiritual relationship with Mawlana Jalaluddin Rumi. He is credited for
wholly transforming Mawlana Rumi's life and thought after arriving in Konya in 642/1244.
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Shams Tabrizi - SufiWiki
Tehran, Sept 28, IRNA – September 28 named the Shams Day in the Iranian calendar commemorates the celebrated thinker
Shams Tabrizi. He is known as the spiritual instructor and mentor of the Persian poet Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi
(1207-1273). Shams-i-Tabr z , Shams al-Din Mohammad, or Shams Tabrizi was born in Tabriz in 1186 and died in 1248 AD.
His tomb is in the city of Khoy in the West Azerbaijan Province of Iran.
Shams Tabrizi, mentor of Rumi - IRNA English
Shams al-Din or Shams Tabrizi was a Persian Sufi poet and mystic who was the spiritual guru of the famous poet Rumi. While
Jalaluddin Rumi is known all over the world, not many have heard of Shams, the person who inspired Rumi to write his most
beautiful lines. Shams was born in Tabriz in Iran.
Shams Tabrizi Biography - Facts, Childhood, Family Life ...
Shams of Tabriz: The 40 Rules of Love By Excellence Reporter on January 16, 2019 Rule 1 How we see God is a direct
reflection of how we see ourselves.
Shams of Tabriz: The 40 Rules of Love – Excellence Reporter
Shams Tabrizi Biography Life of Shams Tabr z . Shams-i Tabriz was, without doubt, a no ordinary person. He had studied
Quran and jurisprudence... Shams’ encounter with Rumi. On 15 November 1244, a man in black suit from head to toe, came to
the famous inn of Sugar... Shams Tabrizi Death. According ...
Shams Tabrizi Biography | Esoteric Quotes - Life Quotes
Shams of Tabriz was indeed Rumi's "Sun," the one who set him alight with Divine Love. With the opening of that friendship, a
new paradigm appeared and Love flowed out into this world in such abundance that even after almost 800 years the ripples are
still widening to encompass the whole of this world . . .
Rumi's Sun: The Teachings of Shams of Tabriz: Amazon.co.uk ...
And that's exactly what Shams of Tabriz taught Rumi before he came to known as the poet of love. In his bid to live a religion
of love, Tabrizi swore by the forty rules of love and we should, too....
The 40 Rules Of Love By Shams Tabrizi That Make Up The ...
But his meeting with Shams Tabriz is the key to his inclusivity, he said, adding that Shams operated beyond form and doctrine.
Mr Noorani told the audience that Shams once said that if the Ka’aba...
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‘Shams was Rumi’s friend, not spiritual guide’ - Newspaper ...
“The universe is a complete unique entity. Everything and everyone is bound together with some invisible strings. Do not
break anyone’s heart; do not look down on weaker than you. One’s sorrow at the other side of the world can make the entire
world suffer; one’s happiness can make the entire world smile.”
Shams Tabrizi
Shams Tabrizi Quotes (Author of Rumi's Sun)
Jan 16, 2020 - Explore Jay Hudson's board "Shams Tabrizi", followed by 155 people on Pinterest. See more ideas about Shams
tabrizi, Shams tabrizi quotes, Rumi quotes.
40+ Shams Tabrizi ideas in 2020 | shams tabrizi, shams ...
Shams-i-Tabr z or Shams al-Din Mohammad (1185–1248) was a Persian Muslim, who is credited as the spiritual instructor
of Mewl n Jal l ad-D n Muhammad Balkhi, also known as Rumi and is referenced with great reverence in Rumi’s poetic
collection, in particular Diwan-i Shams-i Tabr z (The Works of Shams of Tabriz).
Me and Rumi: The Autobiography of Shams-i Tabrizi ...
Shams of Tabriz was indeed Rumi's "Sun," the one who set him alight with Divine Love. With the opening of that friendship, a
new paradigm appeared and Love flowed out into this world in such abundance that even after almost 800 years the ripples are
still widening to encompass the whole of this world . . .
Rumi's Sun: The Teachings of Shams of Tabriz eBook: Shams ...
Shams-Tabriz blazes a trail of mystery and intrigue in the opening book of The Magdalene Prophecy serial series. THE BEST
THRILLER OF ITS KIND SINCE THE DA VINCI CODE THE SPIRITUAL SUCCESSOR TO THE CELESTINE PROPHECY Yael
is a private killer-sleuth hired to investigate a curious ransom demand received at the Vatican.
Shams Tabriz – Author Website
Rumi's Sun collects many lessons and discourses from Shams of Tabriz, the Sufi mystic and spiritual master who was the
catalyst for Rumi's awakening. Rumi's son wrote, "After meeting Shams, my father danced all day and sang all night. He had
been a scholar he became a poet. He had been an ascetic he became drunk with Love."
Rumi's Sun: The Teachings of Shams of Tabriz
Shams of Tabriz was a great Persian scholar, more famous for his association with Rumi. He was the spiritual teacher and
advisor of Rumi. It is often said that Rumi was a professor who Shams transformed into a mystic, a lover, a poet. There are
many legends describing the meeting and union of Shams and Rumi in Konya.
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Rumi (poet): Who was Shams al-Tabriz? - Quora
shams-of-tabriz-s 1/3 Downloaded from unite005.targettelecoms.co.uk on October 17, 2020 by guest [MOBI] Shams Of Tabriz
S Thank you for downloading shams of tabriz s . Maybe you have knowledge that, people have search hundreds times for their
favorite books like this shams of tabriz s , but end up in harmful downloads.
Shams Of Tabriz S | unite005.targettelecoms.co
Shams-i Tabr z Rumi's Sun: The Teachings of Shams of Tabriz Paperback – Import, 12 January 2018 by Shams of Tabriz
(Author), Refik Algan (Translator), Camille Helminski (Translator) 4.5 out of 5 stars 26 ratings

A collection of many lessons and discourses from Shams of Tabriz, the Sufi mystic and spiritual master who was the catalyst
for Rumi's awakening. Rumi's son wrote, "After meeting Shams, my father danced all day and sang all night. He had been a
scholar he became a poet. He had been an ascetic he became drunk with Love."
In this lyrical, exuberant tale, acclaimed Turkish author Elif Shafak, author of The Island of Missing Trees (a Reese's Book
Club Pick), incarnates Rumi's timeless message of love The Forty Rules of Love unfolds two tantalizing parallel narratives—one
contemporary and the other set in the thirteenth century, when Rumi encountered his spiritual mentor, the whirling dervish
known as Shams of Tabriz—that together explore the enduring power of Rumi's work. Ella Rubenstein is forty years old and
unhappily married when she takes a job as a reader for a literary agent. Her first assignment is to read and report on Sweet
Blasphemy, a novel written by a man named Aziz Zahara. Ella is mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for Rumi and the
dervish's role in transforming the successful but unhappy cleric into a committed mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love.
She is also taken with Shams's lessons, or rules, that offer insight into an ancient philosophy based on the unity of all people
and religions, and the presence of love in each and every one of us. As she reads on, she realizes that Rumi's story mirrors her
own and that Zahara—like Shams—has come to set her free.
Rumi has become one of the best-selling poets in North America. Practically every biography highlights his encounter with
Shams-i Tabrizi, the wandering mystic who became his beloved companion. Rumi had been a sober scholar, teaching law and
theology to a small circle of students, but Shams turned him into a devotee of music, dance, and poetry. Then, after three
years, he vanished, never to be seen again. It was Rumi's longing for the lost Shams that made him one of the world's greatest
poets, celebrating him as the embodiment of the divine beloved. This book makes available for the first time in any European
language first-hand accounts of Shams that have never been studied by Western scholars. When Rumi and Shams talked,
members of the circle took notes, which were preserved and sometimes copied by later generations, ending up in various
libraries scattered around Turkey; this book arranges them in a manner that clarifies their meaning and context, with notes and
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a glossary.--From publisher description.
At long last, an accessible little book that focuses on the teachings of Rumi’s teacher and inspiration, Shams of Tabriz. Included
in this slim, charming volume is a biographical sketch of the great Sufi teacher and mystic and a new translation of 500 of his
core teachings that bring into fresh focus the meaning and mysteries of life and love. There are many books on Rumi and many
translations of his works and yet most readers are unaware of how Rumi became a mystic. Shams, an Arabic word that means
the sun, was the catalyst that converted the rather resolute and ascetic Rumi, the cleric and teacher, into Rumi, the passionate
disciple of the religion of love. He was the agent of the propulsive mystical energy that transformed Rumi the reticent into
Rumi the ecstatic poet. Rumi lovers, spiritual seekers, and devotees of the mystical path will meet this little book of wisdom
and mystical secrets with enthusiasm. I shall not place you in my heart For you may get hurt by its wounds. I won’t keep you
in my eyes For I may belittle you and expose you to the ridicule of common men. I will hide you inside my soul, not in my heart
or in my eyes, so that you may become one with my breath.
Selection of the lyrical poetry of Jalaluddin Rumi.
This is a collection of 49 of the most divine love poems by Rumi, one of the most widely read and bestselling poets of the
world. In 1244 a man wrapped in a coarse black coat entered Konya and so into the life of Islam’s most celebrated poet and
mystic: Mevlana Jalaluddin Rumi. A wanderer and spiritual vagabond, Shams of Tabriz proceeded to wrestle with Rumi’s soul.
What he wanted from his prot g was for him to embody a wilder, more robust spirituality that would enable him to embrace
life’s rawness more completely than any saint had done in the past. Warriors of Love gives a fresh interpretation of a selection
of 49 poems which were written by Rumi as metaphors for his love for God as well as for his friend Shams, the Wild One. This
essential volume also includes a long introduction on the life and times of Rumi and his friendship with Shams, the historical
facts of their encounter, Sufism, the Mevlevi Order of Dervishes, the new dimension that Shams brought to Islamic spirituality
and the importance of friendship as a true path to God.
A seminal collection of poetry from the medieval Sufi mystic—the most popular poet in America—and his “soul friend,” Shams
Tabriz, which illuminate the evocative and deeply spiritual dimensions of friendship and love, compiled by the foremost Rumi
translator and author of The Essential Rumi, Coleman Barks. In this stunning translation, Coleman Barks brings to light Rumi’s
theme of “love as religion”—that to reach its most profound depths requires mindful practice—as well as love in its most
meaningful form: soul friendship. These short poems by both Rumi and Shams Tabriz, rich in beauty and spiritual insight,
capture the delight and the impermanence of these bonds that pierce deep into the human mind, heart, and soul. Rumi’s poetry
is honored and enjoyed by many traditions and cultures. Today, many people from all walks of life have moved beyond
traditional notions of spirituality, embracing a sense of the sacred that transcends a singular religion, belief, or text. Rumi’s
poetry speaks to them and nourishes their divine yearnings. Joyous and contemplative, provocative and playful, Rumi: Soul
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Fury is a sterling addition to the modern Rumi oeuvre, and is sure to be embraced by his wide and devoted readership.
Rumi is now acknowledged as one of the great mystical poets of the Western world, with huge sales of the many collections of
his poetry. Not much is known about his life except that he lived in thirteenth-century Anatolia (now Turkey), had a great
spiritual friendship with a wild man called Shams, brought an adopted daughter into his family, and was distraught when Shams
finally disappeared. Rumi's Daughter is the delightful novel about Kimya, the girl who was sent from her rural village to live in
Rumi's home. She already had mystical tendencies, and learned a great deal under Rumi's tutelage. Eventually she married
Shams, an unusual husband, almost totally absorbed by his longings for God. Their marriage was fiery and different and, in the
end, dissolved by Kimya's death - after which Shams vanished. Rumi's Daughter tells Kimya's story with great charm and
tenderness. Well written and thought-provoking, it is sure to draw comparison with Paolho Coelho's The Alchemist, and also to
add something fresh and new to what is so far known about Rumi.
Shams, the sun of Love that burned Rumi's heart...Shams, the real treasure hunter... the exchanger of Love...Shams, the martyr
of Love who sacrificed his head to Rumi...One day in 2002, I went to Konya to visit Rumi.I was just about to enter the door of
the shrine when an old man with a white beard came in front of me and rejected my entry into the shrine and said, "No, don't
you do this! You should first go and visit Shams and then come back here!"I went back, learned where the shrine of Shams of
Tabriz was, and went there.I entered the mosque that I hadn't visited before, bashfully. I saw the tomb of Shams in front of me.
I approached and said my prayer.The mosque official started to recite the Iqama for the obligatory afternoon prayer. The
community formed a line.I was touched. All of a sudden, my inner heart said "Oh, the sultan of lovers, what have you turned
Rumi into! I wish you were here today so that we could perform the prayer together, shoulder to shoulder."At that moment,
someone sharp-eyed from the front rows called out to me inviting me with a fine, strong voice saying "Then, come here!" I
went next to him and stood on his left side. My knees were trembling with excitement. He leaned his shoulder on mine and we
started the prayer.Oh my God! His shoulder was like a fire. This fire burned my body during the prayer. In the last unit of the
prayer, I said to myself "My God, let me hug him after the prayer, then take my life." When I turned to him after completing the
prayer, I could not see him. I asked the man next to me "Where is he?" He answered, "He stood up quickly and disappeared." I
almost fainted and could not pull myself together for a while.When I gathered myself, everyone had left and the mosque was
empty. I stood up and went back to Rumi's shrine to complete my visit in peace.After my visit, I became happy when I realized
how much Rumi is known and loved in our country and abroad.After that day, I promised myself to introduce Shams of Tabriz,
who has contributed to Rumi becoming who he is, as much as I can; and in 2003, I published the first edition of this book.I am
very happy that many books about Shams have been published today and that Shams has gotten the attention he deserves. I am
proud to be one of the people to start this research.
The acclaimed New York Times bestselling author of Smash Cut, Flannery, and City Poet delivers the first popular biography
of Rumi, the thirteenth-century Persian poet revered by contemporary Western readers. Ecstatic love poems of Rumi, a
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Persian poet and Sufi mystic born over eight centuries ago, are beloved by millions of readers in America as well as around the
world. He has been compared to Shakespeare for his outpouring of creativity and to Saint Francis of Assisi for his spiritual
wisdom. Yet his life has long remained the stuff of legend rather than intimate knowledge. In this breakthrough biography, Brad
Gooch brilliantly brings to life the man and puts a face to the name Rumi, vividly coloring in his time and place—a world as rife
with conflict as our own. The map of Rumi’s life stretched over 2,500 miles. Gooch traces this epic journey from Central Asia,
where Rumi was born in 1207, traveling with his family, displaced by Mongol terror, to settle in Konya, Turkey. Pivotal was the
disruptive appearance of Shams of Tabriz, who taught him to whirl and transformed him from a respectable Muslim preacher
into a poet and mystic. Their vital connection as teacher and pupil, friend and beloved, is one of the world’s greatest spiritual
love stories. When Shams disappeared, Rumi coped with the pain of separation by composing joyous poems of reunion, both
human and divine. Ambitious, bold, and beautifully written, Rumi’s Secret reveals the unfolding of Rumi’s devotion to a
"religion of love," remarkable in his own time and made even more relevant for the twenty-first century by this compelling
account.
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